The use of optical signal processing in the field of image encryption typically involves the use of optical transforms representing quadratic phase systems (QPS), to implement the optical Fourier transform (OFT), the optical fractional Fourier transform (OFRT), the Fresnel transform (FST) and the general linear Canonical transform (LCT). Random phase keys (RPK) or random shifting stages are applied after transformation and the process is repeated for deeper encryption. Each such stage may change the spatial extent of the complex distribution and may also change the spatial frequency bandwidth of the signal. Therefore, the space bandwidth product (SBP), which is equal to the number of discrete samples that are required to fully represent the encrypted signal (and are required to recover the original), will also change. In general the encrypted field is complex and recording must be carried out using a holographic material or using digital holographic methods. We show how the matrices associated with the effect of a LCT on the Wigner distribution function (WDF) provide us with an efficient method for finding the position, spatial extent, spatial frequency extent and SBP of the encrypted signal. Applying the technique, we review a number of methods proposed in the literature for encryption using optical systems based on the FT, FRT, FST and LCT. This technique also allows us to identify necessary parameters, i.e., we can determine the minimum size of lens apertures and the need for magnification stages at critical stages in the system.
Introduction
The Fourier transform (FT), fractional Fourier transform (FRT), and Fresnel transform (FST) are all special cases of the linear Canonical transform (LCT). The FT is a linear transformation, which rotates a 0030-4018/$ -see front matter Ó 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.optcom. 2004.11.082 signal in the space domain through p/2 radians into the orthogonal spatial frequency domain. Four applications of the FT are equivalent to the identity function. The FRT is a linear transform, which rotates the signal through an arbitrary angle into a mixed frequency-space domain. The fractional order Fourier transform has been used in the field of quantum mechanics [1, 2] . In optics it was first applied to describe wave propagation in graded index (GRIN) media [3, 4] . It was shown that, while a FT operation could be described as the rotation of the Wigner distribution function (WDF) by an angle of p/2, the FRT describes the rotation of the WDF by an angle equal to ap/2 where a represents the order of the FRT [5] . Several possible bulk optical implementations were also proposed [4, 5] . Since then, the FRT has lead to new applications in many areas where the FT has importance, for example, phase retrieval [6, 7] , beam shaping [8] , filtering [9] and many others, including optical encryption. The FST has the simplest optical implementation of all free space propagation. The FT, FRT, FST and the most general arbitrary LCT have all been applied in the field of optical encryption .
Information security is of ever increasing importance. Optical signal processing has the distinct advantage of sending 2-D complex data in parallel and carry out otherwise time costly operations at great speeds and they have found growing importance in data encryption. An optical encryption scheme has been proposed [10] dubbed ''double random phase encoding'' which involves multiplying by two random phase masks (RPK) in the input plane and in the Fourier domain. It can be shown that if these random phases are statistically independent white noises then the encrypted image is also a complex white noise signal. The RPK located at the Fourier plane serves as the only key in this encryption scheme. The properties of this system and systems like it have been extensively investigated [11] [12] [13] . The FRT has been utilised in encryption algorithms in conjunction with RPKs [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 23] and by randomly shifting sections of the image in some fractional domains [24, 25] using the Jigsaw transform (JT). The FST has also been used with RPKs [27] [28] [29] and with random shifting applied in some Fresnel domains [29] . The most general form of the LCT, implemented with any arbitrary quadratic phase system has also been used in an encryption system that uses random phase keys [30] . In every one of these cases each stage in the encryption process may change the spatial extent and the spatial frequency bandwidth of the complex distribution on the plane normal to the propagation axis. This will result in a change of the signals space bandwidth product (SBP). By analysing the effects of: (i) a LCT, (ii) a Spatial Light Modulator (which can be used to produce a RPK), and (iii) random shifting on the WDF we derive a matrix method for automatically and efficiently determining the position, the spatial width (extent) and spatial frequency bandwidth of the signal at any point in the encryption process including the values of these parameters in the final encrypted image. In general the encrypted image is complex and recording must be carried out using a holographic material or using digital holographic methods. In each case it is desirable to know the spatial extent of the signal to be recorded, its position, and its spatial frequency bandwidth so that we can determine the most efficient way of using the bulk optical system and recording method available. We can deduce the maximum spatial extent and spatial frequency extent of the input image such that the encrypted image can be fully represented after recording. If this is not the case, we can never recover the input image. The method also allows us to determine the minimum size of lens apertures, which will allow us to reduce signal to noise ration (SNR) in the encryption/decryption system and we can also identify the need for magnification at critical stages in the system, i.e., before the signal passes through a SLM or when the signal reaches the camera. In Section 2, we discuss the Wigner distribution function (WDF) and its relationship to the SBP. We will use these concepts in Section 3 to develop the matrix based method.
The space-bandwidth product and the Wigner distribution function
The WDF of a complex optical amplitude distribution (or Wigner distribution chart) provides a graphical means of simultaneously viewing the signals spatial and spatial frequency distributions and is particularly useful for visualising localized signals [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . W u (x, k) the WDF of a signal u(x) defined in terms of its spatial, x, distribution is defined in the following way:
where k represents spatial frequency, the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate and w{u(x)}(x, k) denotes the WDF operator. The real valued WDF doubles the number of dimensions, i.e., a complex one-dimensional signal has a two dimensional WDF while two-dimensional signals have four-dimensional WDFs. In many practical problems it is assumed that a signal is bounded within some finite region in both the spatial and spatial frequency domains. The spatial extent, W 0 and the frequency extent, B 0 are defined [35] such that
1Þ
and therefore, the signal energy is negligible outside these spatial and spatial frequency regions. For all signals discussed here, W 0 and B 0 may also be defined as follows [35] :
where g is less than but approximately equal to 1 and E represents the total signal energy which is
Another property of the WDF, which explains the relationship between the WDF of the product of two functions (in space) and the individual WDFs of the two functions, is as follows:
In Fig. 1(i) , we show the WDF of a signal u(x) in which the signal energy lies within a rectangular area. The four corner coordinates, which define the shape, are shown on the diagram. The signal u(x) is completely determined if it is sampled equidistantly in x with sample space dx such that the Nyquist criteria is satisfied
Therefore, the number of samples, N, required to completely describe u(x) is
Clearly, for the most efficient uniform sampling dx = 1/B 0 and N = W 0 B 0 the space-bandwidth product of the signal. In general signals may have an irregular shaped WDF and one such case is shown in Fig. 1(iv) . This shape is the result of applying a FST to the signal with the regular WDF shown in Fig. 1 . Such a signal can be fully described with a number of samples that is less than the SBP [35] but this requires non-uniform sampling in the space domain. We note that the use of regular sampling defined using the SBP is of particular significance for optical engineers working in the laboratory, using a CCD camera with a regular periodic pattern of pixels. Such periodic sampling is usually interpreted as corresponding to a regular supporting area in phase space (rectangular in the 1-D signal case). A skewed rectangle (following for example a Fresnel transformation in the 1-D case) becomes a sub-area inside a larger rectangle, unless parts of the original subtending area are intentionally neglected. Thus, the total number of samples necessary to ensure capture of all the information input to the system will usually involve a change in the regular sampling. Following the standard procedure, we assume sufficient regular sampling to ensure that aliasing effects can be assumed negligible. While some Ôover samplingÕ may occur compared to a situation in which sufficient knowledge is available to allow a prori pre-processing of the data [36] , in our method no pre-or post-processing of the data is necessary.
In the following section, we discuss the linear Canonical transform and its effect on the WDF. In particular we analyse its effect on the shape of a bounded area (support) on the WDF. From this discussion we will develop the matrix based technique used to automatically characterize optical encryption systems.
SBP and LCT: the matrix technique
The 1-D LCT [32, 34] is a three-parameter class of linear integral transform and is defined as follows:
(vi) Fig. 1 . WDF of a signal before and after different types of LCT are applied to the signal: (i) the WDF of the original signal, (ii) the WDF of the signal after it has been Fourier transformed, (iii) the WDF of the signal after it has been fractional Fourier transformed, (iv) the WDF of the Fresnel transformed signal, (v) the WDF of the signal after it has been chirp multiplied, and (vi) WDF of magnified signal.
where a, b and c are real transform parameters which are independent of the x and x 0 domain coordinates. This can be further generalised to a five-parameter transform, the special affine Fourier transform [37, 38] in which the additional two parameters are shifts in the spatial and spatial frequency domain, which have no effect on the numerics. The LCT is a unitary transform and includes as special cases the FT, the FST, the FRT, and the operations of scaling (magnification) and chirp multiplication (thin lenses). Optical systems implemented using an arbitrary number of thin lenses and propagation through free space in the Fresnel approximation, or through sections of graded-index (GRIN) media, belong to the class of systems known as quadratic-phase systems (QPS) [39] . All QPS can be described mathematically using the LCT. In our formulation, the wavelength factor has been included as a part of a, b and c. However, in most cases in the literature the wavelength is explicitly given as a parameter in the definition of the QPS, since it is common to all three parameters. The effect of the operator L a, b,c on the WDF of the signal is
where
. This is equivalent to the following matrix transformation acting in phase space:
These matrices are unit determinant implying a conservation of area (energy) on the WDF chart. The matrices are useful because the product of the composition matrices of two or more successive optical systems is the matrix of the overall optical system. We have found further use for these matrices by developing a formalism to automatically calculate the SBP using matrix algebra. In Fig. 2 , we show the WDFs of a signal and of its LCT. We have assumed that the signals energy lies within some arbitrary four-sided shape (asymmetrical in x À k) which is defined by the corner coordinates (x 1 , k 1 ), (x 2 , k 2 ), (x 3 , k 3 ) and (x 4 , k 4 ). In fact, our method allows us to take any number of such points and sides to define the bounded area in which most of the signals energy lies. The spatial extent of the signal is W 0 its spatial frequency bandwidth is B 0 and the number of samples required to fully describe the signal, with uniform equidistant sampling, is N 0 = W 0 B 0 . After applying the LCT the shape changes. However, the bounded area (the bounded energy) and the number of sides remains the same due to the affine nature of the LCT. The number of samples now required to determine the transformed signal, with uniform equidistant sampling, is given by N n = W n B n . Using matrix algebra the change in position of each of the four coordinates defining the WDF, and thus W n and B n and subsequently N n can be simply found as follows. Given
WDF of a signal, with bounded enegy, before and after application of an arbitrary LCT.
the new corner coordinates are given by
where S and S 0 are the corner coordinate matrices (CCM) before and after application of the LCT. The spatial extent is clearly the maximum distance between any two of the x coordinates, while similarly the spatial frequency bandwidth is the maximum distance between any two of the k coordinates. The spatial extent and the spatial frequency can be automatically obtained from the CCM using the Distances Matrix, D
To illustrate the procedure we find W 0 and B 0 of the original signal. We define the Extent Vector,
where we have introduced the notation MAX to denote the maximum element in each row. On the righthand side of Eq. (13), we find the distance between each possible pair of coordinates in the x (top row) and the k (bottom row). The absolute value of each element is then calculated giving a 2 · 6 matrix of positive elements. The maximum value appearing in each of the two rows is determined giving a 2 · 1 vector. The element left in the top row is W 0 and the element in the bottom row is B 0 . To calculate N 0 we find the product of the transpose and rotated Extent Vector as shown in Eq. (14) where R is the Rotation Matrix
After application of the LCT, the transformed signal has a new Extent Vector,
The largest element in the two rows in the matrix are clearly dependent on the values of a, b, c and d (and therefore the parameters, a, b and c, of the LCT in question). Once these maximum values are determined it is then possible to calculate the number of equidistant samples required to fully describe the signals. We note that extension to two dimensions, as is necessary for image encryption, can be carried out by treating each of the two dimensions separately and requires no further discussion. There are many optical encryption schemes which use special cases of the LCT, namely the FT, the FRT, and the FST. Defining the FT in terms of the LCT parameters gives a = c = 0, b = 1/kf where f is the focal length of the Fourier transforming lens and k represents wavelength. Application of the FT causes a rotation of the WDF by p/2 radians. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 (ii) where we show the WDF of the Fourier transform of the original signal whose (rectangular symmetric) WDF, with spatial extent W 0 and spatial frequency bandwidth B 0 is shown in Fig. 1(i) . To define the optical FRT we set a = c = 1/[qtan(pp/2)] and b = 1/[kqsin(pp/2)], where q is called the standard focal length [4] and is dependent on the physical parameters of the optical FRT system, and p is the order of the FRT and defines the domain, x p into which it transforms. The FRT is defined separately for p equal to integer multiples of 2. When p = 1 the FRT reduces to the FT. Application of the FRT of a given order causes a rotation of the WDF by pp/2 radians [4] . Such a rotation is illustrated in Fig. 1(iii) . The FRT has many optical implementations involving the use of one or more lenses and sections of free space. Defining the FST in terms of the LCT gives a = c = b = 1/kz where z is the distance propagated. Application of the FST of a given distance causes a horizontal shearing of the WDF in the space dimension (the amount of shearing is dependent on the value of z). This effect is illustrated in Fig. 1(iv) . Chirp multiplication which describes the action of a thin lens is defined by a = d = 1, b = 0, and c = 1/kf. The effect of chirp multiplication is shown in Fig. 1(v) . Scaling, with a magnification factor M, is defined by setting a = M, d = 1/M, and b = c = 0 and the effect on the WDF is shown in Fig. 1(vi) . We note that, except for the FT and scaling, all of these transforms cause a change in the SBP (by changing the spatial extent and/or the spatial frequency extent).
Earlier we noted that we can take any number of coordinates and sides to define the initial bounded area in which most of the signals energy lies. In relation to this, when the WDF is bounded by n sides (using n coordinates) the Corner Coordinate Matrix, S, will be of dimension 2 · n, and the Distances Matrix, D, will be of dimension n Â ð P nÀ1 i¼1 iÞ. Extension to more than four corner coordinates is therefore straightforward. In this section, we have derived a matrix method to efficiently determine the effect of any optical transformation on the shape of a signals WDF. This allows us to find the position of the signals extent in space, the size of this spatial extent, the position of the spatial frequency bandwidth and the size of this bandwitdth. This gives us the SBP of the signal after optical transformation. In the following section, we discuss the RPK and its effect on the WDF shape (in terms of its effect on the Corner Coordinate Matrix) and therefore on the SBP.
The WDF representation and random phase keys
In this paper, we assume that every RPK used in the various encryption schemes are implemented by using a spatial light modulator (SLM) which is made up of a finite number, N, of pixels of variable refractive index. We assume also that the pixels are set to represent a stationary white noise signal. In Fig. 3 , we show how a SLM can be described by the convolution of a rect function, with the dimensions of one pixel, with a sampled random function, where each sample is given by a Dirac delta function, which has been modulated by some random phase value. Convolution in the spatial domain is equivalent to multiplication in the spatial frequency domain. Since we can assume that the size of Rect(dx, dy) will be small, we can assume that its FT, a sinc function, will have a very large extension. The spatial frequency extension of the randomized SLM is will be given by N x / dx in the x direction and N y /dy where N x and N y are the number of pixels in the x and y directions, respectively. We will assume that the SLM is perfectly centered on the axis of propagation. The WDF of this randomized SLM is four dimensional, however, for this discussion it suffices to deal with the WDF separately for x and y as shown in Fig. 4 .
When a wave field passed through the SLM the wavefield and the SLM random function are multiplied in the spatial domain. Eq. (5) shows how we can relate the WDFs of the two signals. To find the WDF of the new signal we convolve the two component WDFs along the frequency axes, i.e., separately in k x and k y . We must always assume that the spatial extent of the random phase (SLM) is greater than or equal to that of the wavefield passing through it. The SLM is used to ensure that the CCM of the signal lies within the region of the WDF occupied by the SLM. This may require magnification we will show in Section 6 how our method can account for this. This convolution is shown in Fig. 5 for the x direction. On the left of Fig. 5 , we show the two WDFs as they convolve along the k axis, the square one is the random phase, and the centred one corresponds to a Fresnel transformed signal. On the right we show the shape on the WDF within which the signals energy is localised.
Through successive applications of a random phase screen there will be further increases in the number of coordinates in the CCM. Taking the input CCM to be defined by Eq. (11.1), we define the following operation on the CCM vector to describing the approximate effect of a SLM. First we find the Extent Vector of the signal using Eq. (13) and this gives us values for W x and B x then we carry out the following change in S: 
The true shape of the WDF will be somewhat more complicated and the number of coordinates defining the new CCM will double each time the signal passes through a SLM. This WDF is difficult to define analytically in the general case but can be easily defined for any specific case by convolving the WDF shapes along the frequency axis. An identical argument can be applied separately to the y direction. We see from Fig. 5 that the spatial extent of the signal will not change but the spatial frequency bandwidth will increase by an amount equal to that of the bandwidth of the random SLM. In the later analysis the change in the CCM, S, brought about by the SLM with parameters dx and N and defined by Eq. (16) will be denoted as follows SLM dx,N {S}. The above analysis is also true for the y direction.
An alternative to using the RPK in encryption process is the JT. Thus, far we discussed the effect of optical transformations and RPKs on shapes in the WDF and also on the SBP. In the following section, we discuss the effect of the JT in the same context.
The Jigsaw transform and the WDF
In a number of encryption systems the JT [15, 26, 29] , J{ }, which juxtaposes different sections of the complex image is used after application of some optical transformation. We show the effect of this transform on our input image in Fig. 6 . In this case the image is broken up into 64 subsections of 8 · 8 pixels, which were repositioned relative to each other according to some permutation. This can be extended to juxtaposing individual pixels. The permutation used is random. The JT is unitary, energy being conserved through the transform and it also has an inverse. In the case shown in Fig. 6 , there are 64! possible JT permutations. Each JT is denoted by an index, e.g., J b { } and its inverse is denoted by J Àb { }.
Shifting occurs along both dimensions and in Fig. 7 , we show the WDF of a single row of pixels (after Fresnel transformation) along the x direction for any arbitrary value of y. Due to the non-linearity of the WDF it is impossible to predict the new shape of the WDF. We can, however, determine with certainty that the energy will be contained within a square shape with the same spatial width and frequency bandwidth as before. This is a consequence of the fact that we represent the Jigsaw Transformed signal with some number of uniformly distributed sample values.
We are now in a position to discuss the effect of the JT on the CCM of the signal, i.e., J b {S}. Taking the input CCM to be defined by Eq. (11.1), we define the following operation on the CCM vector to describe the effect of the Jigsaw on the CCM. First we find the Extent Vector of the signal using Eq. (13) and this gives us values for W 0 and B 0 . Then we carry out the following change in S: Fig. 6 . The Jigsaw transform applied to a Lena image.
The same analysis can be applied in the y direction.
6. The SBP and encryption algorithms
Method 1 [10]
We begin this section reviewing the first Fourier based optical encryption scheme presented in [10] which uses the FT. Two RPKs are used in the encryption scheme, which are in the form of two statistically independent white sequences uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. We will denote these random functions as n 1 and n 2 . Initially, the input image to be encoded is multiplied by one RPK. Then applying a FT using a convex lens and in the Fourier domain, it is multiplied by the second RPK. Finally we apply a second FT. This is equivalent to a convolution operation, where the encrypted image can be represented by
where the * denotes the convolution operation and f(x) represents the signal to be encrypted. We note the use of 1-D functions for simplicity
The resulting encrypted image is a stationary white noise. The first RPK serves to make the input image white but non-stationary and not encrypted. The second serves to make the image stationary and encoded. Because the encrypted image is complex valued, both the real and imaginary parts are needed to decode the image. In order to record such a signal, we must use holographic methods. To decrypt we apply the inverse of what was done to encrypt the image: (i) first we return to the Fourier domain through the action of a lens; (ii) then comes multiplication by a RPK, which is the conjugate of the corresponding RPK used in the encryption process; (iii) one last Fourier transforming lens follows this. The resulting wave field will have an amplitude distribution equal to the original image so holographic techniques are not necessary to capture it. The only key in this encryption scheme is the second RPK. An optical encryption/decryption implementation can be seen in Fig. 2 . The SLM can display both amplitude and phase information. For encryption, SLM1 displays the input image multiplied by the first random phase, while SLM2 displays the second RPK. For decryption, SLM1 displays the encrypted image and SLM2 displays the conjugate of the second RPK. Note, that we do not need to record the complex decrypted image since we only require its intensity. The properties of such an encryption system have been investigated in detail [17, 18, 21] . This optical encoding scheme has also been extended to use a phase (only) modulated signal as the input to the system instead of amplitude based image [19] , this produces an improvement in robustness to additive noise but the first phase mask must be included in decryption and the final decrypted image must be recorded using holographic methods.
If the input function is defined by a spatial width W 0 and a spatial frequency bandwidth B 0 (with N 0 = W 0 B 0 if the image is represented digitally), then the input CCM is given by
To find the CCM of the encrypted image we write
The Extent Vector of the encrypted image is calculated by Eq. (13) and we now know the position, the spatial width, the spatial frequency bandwidth and the SBP of the encrypted signal which will enable us to choose equipment and resolution at the input to optimise the system. Furthermore, we can improve upon our system by calculating minimum lens apertures and placing an iris at these points to remove stray noise and we can add magnification stages so that the incident wavefield has had the same spatial extent as the SLM screen. To do this, we rewrite Eq. (21), replacing the OFT matrices with the matrices for its bulk optical implementation, i.e., Fresnel propagation a distance f, followed by a lens of focal length f, followed by a second Fresnel propagation of distance f
Taking S 1 = M 3 M 2 M 1 SLM dx,N {S} to be the CCM of the signal just after application of the first OFT we can now determine the Extent Vector of the CCM, which will provide us with a value of this signals spatial extent, W 1 and spatial frequency bandwidth B 1 . Comparing W 1 with the size of the SLM screen, Ndx we can introduce a magnification stage to match the spatial widths. We now rewrite our expression for S
where the magnification factor M 1 = Ndx/W 1 . Now we can compute the Extent Vector of S 0 which will have a spatial extent value W 2 and a spatial frequency bandwidth B 2 . Taking the camera width or region of holographic material available to be W cam we include a second magnification stage with to match these spatial widths.
where the magnification factor M 2 W cam /W 2 . Now we can compute the Extent Vector of S 0 which will have a spatial extent value W 2 and a spatial frequency bandwidth B 2 . To find the minimum size of the first lens aperture, we find the CCM of the signal just before it passes through the lens S 3 = M 1 SLM dx,N {S}. We compute the Extent Vector which gives us a value for the spatial extent of this signal which we denote W x . We carry out the same procedure for the y direction to find W y . The minimum lens aperture is given
. We repeat this procedure to find the minimum aperture of the second lens. From Eq. (23), we have an expression relating the CCMs of the input to and the output from the encryption system, which gives us an expression for the maximum possible input signal SBP such that our recording equipment can fully record the encrypted signal and allow for complete recovery of the input signal after decryption. This allows us to determine the maximum spatial frequency bandwidth of the input signal that will be recoverable.
Method 2 [15]
In [15] , the authors propose an optical encryption scheme very similar to the one described above, making use of the extra degree of freedom offered by the FRT. 
The result is that we have buried or hidden our phase key in some fractional domain. It is shown [20] that the result of this method of encryption is to encode our input signal into a white stationary noise. Once again, decryption is the exact inverse of encryption. An optical method was proposed to implement this algorithm [21] . Taking the input CCM to the system as being defined by Eq. (20) 
The Extent Vector of the encrypted image is calculated using Eq. (13) and we now know the position, the spatial width, the spatial frequency bandwidth and the SBP of the encrypted signal which will enable us to determine suitable choices of equipment and resolution to optimise the system. To determine necessary magnification stages and minimum lens aperture sizes we would decompose the FRT matrices into the component matrices of the individual optical elements (which depends on which FRT optical implementation we use) and carry out a similar procedure to that presented in Section 6.1.
Method 3 [30]
In [30] technique based on a random shifting or JT, applied in FRT domains is proposed. The main advantage of this algorithm is that we do not need to use any phase keys in order to decrypt the image and yet we encrypt the image in a very similar way. First, the input image is multiplied by a random phase function giving us f(x)exp[jpn(x)] where n(x) is a white sequences uniformly distributed in [0, 1] . Each particular JT is denoted by some index, e.g., J b { } and its inverse is denoted by J Àb { }. The JT is applied to our random phased input image to give J Àb {f(x)exp[jpn(x)]}. The resulting complex information can be displayed using SLMs, which are able to both the phase and intensity of a waveform. Now we apply a FRT operation of order a 1 which gives us F a1 {J Àb {f(x)exp[jpn(x)]}}. This complex data is collected using interofemetric methods and a second JT with permutation b 2 is now applied. The result is J À2 {F a1 {J Àb {f(x)exp[jpn(x)]}}}. Again this complex data can be represented using SLMs. A second FRT, this time of order a 2 is now applied to give F a2 {J À2 {F a1 {J Àb {f(x)exp[j2pn(x)]}}}}. Once again, the data can be collected using holographic methods. Applying a third JT, displayed the result on the SLM and a third and final FRT is applied, this time of order a 3 to give us the encrypted image
We could of course continue applying FRT and JT to further encrypt our image but practical difficulties, in terms of time taken and susceptibility to noise and error, would increase. Decryption is given by the operation
and is simply the inverse of the encryption process. At the final stage we need only capture the intensity information since this is our original image. Since the phase of the decrypted signal should be equal to the random phase we originally added to our input image, it can be discarded since it no longer serves any purpose. Without this initial phase, the JT scheme would not an advisable encryption method because it might be possible to recognize high frequency discontinuities and thus break the Jigsaw encryption process. However, the inclusion of the random phase at the beginning serves to whiten the image. Therefore, no obvious sharp discontinuities will occur in the image because because of the juxtaposition of the image pieces. The decryption process described requires the knowledge of nine keys in total. These nine keys are made up of six FRT order keys (three in x and three in y) and three JT permutations. The JT are applied digitally. SLMs are used to display the signal after each step in the encryption/decryption process a single lens configuration is used to implement the FRT. A reference beam is employed to record the complex data after each FRT operation. We note that in the final stage of the decryption process we do not need the reference beam. Taking the input CCM to the system, defined by Eq. (20), we find the CCM at each of the three stages of the encryption process as follows: 
The Extent Vector of the of the signal at each stage is calculated by applying Eq. (13) to S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 and we now know the position, the spatial width, the spatial frequency bandwidth and the SBP of signal at each stage, enabling us to optimise the system. A similar method can to applied to all of the optical algorithms, which uses the LCT and its special cases -the FT [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the FRT [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , and the FST [27] [28] [29] . To determine necessary magnification stages and minimum lens aperture sizes we would decompose the FRT matrices into the component matrices of the individual optical elements (which depends on which FRT optical implementation) and carry out the same procedure as before.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have examined optical encryption systems, which use random phase keys or masks (RPK) implemented using spatial light modulators (SLM), or random shifting stages, i.e., the Jigsaw transform (JT), in addition to optical transforms based on quadratic phase systems (QPS). The QPS examined include the optical Fourier transform (OFT), the optical fractional Fourier transform (OFRT), the Fresnel transform (FST) and the most general linear Canonical transform (LCT).
We have shown, using the Wigner distribution function (WDF), that at each stage of the encryption process the spatial extent, W, of the complex distribution on the plane normal to the propagation axis can change as may change the frequency bandwidth, B, of the signal. Therefore, the space bandwidth product (SBP), which is equal to the number of discrete samples, N = BW, that are required to fully represent our signal, may also change.
In general the encrypted image is complex and recording must be carried out using digital holography. We have presented an automatic method, based on matrices that act in phase space on the WDF, to determine the spatial extension of the signal to be recorded, its position, and its spatial frequency extents or widths. In this way we can determine which camera will be sufficient to capture the signal based on its SBP value or we can apply reverse engineering to find the maximum input image resolution to suit whatever camera we have available. We can also clearly examine the effects of apertures in the optical system in a clear and consistent manner and define any necessary magnification stages in the system to shape the size of the spatial extent of the wavefield to match SLM or camera extents.
